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CliffsQuickReview course guides cover the essentials of your toughest subjects. Get a firm grip on

core concepts and key material, and test your newfound knowledge with review questions.Whether

you need a course supplement, help preparing for an exam, or a concise reference for the subject,

CliffsQuickReview Criminal Justice can help. This guide covers the criminal justice system in the

United States, with coverage on police powers, citizens' rights, and criminal law. In no time, you'll be

tackling topics such asRights consciousness and civil libertiesLegal defenses and justifications for

crimesTheories of punishmentThe causes and costs of police corruptionSentencing statutes and

guidelinesCliffsQuickReview Criminal Justice acts as a supplement to your other learning materials.

Use this reference in any way that fits your personal style for study and review Ã¢â‚¬â€• you decide

what works best with your needs. You can flip through the book until you find what you're looking for

Ã¢â‚¬â€• it's organized to gradually build on key concepts. You can also get a feel for the scope of

the book by checking out theContents pages that give you a chapter-by-chapter list of topics.Tabs

at the top of each page that tell you what topic is being covered.Keyword in boldface type.Heading

and subheading structure that breaks sections into clearly identifiable bites of information."Great

Debates" sections within each chapter.With titles available for all the most popular high school and

college courses, CliffsQuickReview guides are comprehensive resources that can help you get the

best possible grades.
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We take great notes &#151; and make studying a snap When it comes to pinpointing the stuff you

really need to know, nobody does it better than CliffsNotes. This fast, effective tutorial helps you

master the core criminal justice concepts &#151; and get the best possible grade. From criminal law

to the court system to the law enforcement community, you get clear, jargon-free explanations of the

American justice system, brought to life with vivid real-world examples. Study smarter @

cliffsnotes.com Free test-taking tips and tricks Free test samples and schedules Free info on other

test resources Free CliffsNote-A-Day&#153; tips Plus hundreds of downloadable Cliffs titles 24

hours a day Make the grade with CliffsQuickReviews CliffsQuickReviews are available for more

than 30 introductory level courses. See inside for a complete listing of these and other bestselling

Cliffs titles.

Dennis E. Hoffman. Ph.D., teaches criminal justice at the University of Nebraska at Omaha.

I bought this book for my son who will be taking criminal justice in the fall, he is not a reader so I

thought this might be a good book for him to start with. It came very quickly and was a very

reasonable price. He has read half the book and says he enjoys reading it.

This is a great resource for anyone who is deciding to take the Criminal Justice DSST. In my

humble opinion this would be the only study material that you would need to pass your exam

comfortably. This book is packed with a wealth of information.

Very happy with prompt delivery and also happy with book. This will be very helpful in early studding

for my daughter as to which criminal justice is what she is wanting to major in when she attends

collage in a year and a half.

Great job. Thank you

Helpful and concise, a good place to start for someone like me who is a complete beginner.

Capsule version of a 400 page text: cramming review!!!!!!!!!!

Good reading, quick and to the point. Helped me decide if that career is something I want to pursue,

enjoy!



Got to me relatively in the time told, a few scuffs, but no other markings, will definately help my

studies! Thanks!
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